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Details of Visit:

Author: anorak49
Location 2: Northenden
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 3 Oct 2009 15:00
Duration of Visit: 60 mins
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ladybirds
Phone: 01619451962

The Premises:

The parlour itself is on the main road going through Northenden, opposite the petrol station as you
come in on Palatine Road from the West Didsbury end. It has a discreet entrance - the main front
door is open with a wrought iron gate, marked with the sign Ladybirds. You go down the corridor off
the street and wait to be buzzed up some rather steep stairs. Nice welcome by receptionist. The
premises are extremely clean and very pleasantly decorated. The back room boudoir was a nice
size, jacuzzi in one corner, bed in the other, with mirrors all around the room and on the ceiling.

The Lady:

Gorgeous little bundle of fun, great curves with a lovely welcoming smile. Anna is a blonde with a
good sense of humour and we very quickly established rapport. Anna is very good at putting people
at their ease, not that this was really needed, as our previous (internet) contact helped.

The Story:

Anna asked for my preferences which are OWO, CIM and RO. She then proceeded to give me a
superb blow job, with just the right level of sensitivity and pressure. There was a lot of kissing and
cuddling and then I got down to giving some RO. Anna is a highly responsive young lady and, much
to my astonishment during our session, came a number of times through me using a mix of my
tongue and fingers. It's a lovely feeling knowing that you've given someone pleasure to that level
and Anna made me feel like a king, threatening to take me home with her!;-) She has a gentle,
sensual approach and her warmth very quickly endears you to her. Some doggie, some spooning,
all done caressing, stroking and sucking on her lovely nipples - without going into personal details,
all I will say is that the hour I booked passed so quickly, it just wasn't true.

This young lady is an undiscovered gem - true GFE. Maybe it's because Ladybirds isn't one of the
high profile parlours in a city spoilt for choice, but she really deserves a higher profile and better
recognition. It's clear that she is very professional in her attitude to work and customers - today she
was doing a double shift, presumably because of staff failing to turn up. Despite being on her own
for the afternoon shift, my service was totally unrushed, over-running by ten minutes. I would
suspect she is as much loved by her customers as by the management.
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Although I normally go for blondes, I enjoyed myself so much with her that I'm looking forward to
getting to know her better. A real gem!
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